WORKSTATION FOR CREATIVES
Control Station

Base Station

Digi Station

Command
Station
Axis is a modular workstation that is customizable to your ideal workflow.
Modular components include INOVATIV’s revolutionary wheels and casters,
keyboard trays, monitor mounts, case holders, troughs, and additional
accessory attachment brackets.

Stabiliser Station

As a modular system, users may select from several individual components
to build a workstation from the ground up. With its quick drop and release
components plus height adjustability, AXIS gives users the ease of
connecting everything tool free.
INOVATIV has curated five different AXIS kits that are customized to fit the
roles of creatives in the industry Steadicam, Operator, DIT, Photographer,
Digital Tech and more.
#BEINOVATIV
Visit www.inovativ.com to learn how you can AXIS your potential.
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PREPARE, CREATE AND DEPLOY
Deploy Gen IV with
Insight Monitor Mounts

Deploy Gen IV with Insight
Monitor Mounts

Deploy Gen IV with
Two-Stage Riser

INOVATIV’s Deploy is the cart with the small footprint. Based around a lightweight aluminium framed body, the latest version is about 20% lighter.
Deploy Gen IV is a split configuration with equal top and bottom halves, with
8 rack units on the top and the lower section. It’s easy to breakdown and
transport with INOVATIV’s reliable and lightweight 8” EVO Dovetail Wheel
System in the front, plus powerful brakes and 20” back wheels. These larger
wheels are designed for easy curb assistance or accessing stairs.
A notable change are the collapsible wings making it easy to access narrow
halls or doorway passages; each wing can hold up to 45kg.
With the new design, there are more options to attach different accessories
on the crossbar. Deploy comes with tubes for add-ons such as the 2-stage
risers. The centre mount at the back allows for multiple crossbars and the
flexibility to mount multiple points for mounting transceivers, receivers and
boom poles. The traditional rivets at the front and back allow for multiple
configurable mounting options for a variety of accessories that are height
adjustable.
#BEINOVATIV

Deploy Gen IV

Visit www.inovativ.com to learn how you can forge ahead with Deploy.
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